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Let us be part 
of your next 

achievement !! 

Products made out of Crystal, Resin, 
Wood, Stone, Pewter, Acrylic,  …and more! 

Deal toys, Lucites, or Financial Tombstones
 are customized corporate gift that 

commemorate a memorable closing of a
 deal.

We are a worldwide enthusiastic deal toy 
manufacturer.

Custom Lucites & Financial Tombstones
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of crystal.
Here are some pre-made traditional and classy 
Recognition Awards. Production is usually much 
faster seeing that the mold is already build. You 

Rectangle
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Circle: 

Half Sphere:

Irregular Shapes: 

Pyramid:
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Logo Themed
If you are looking for a 

design based on your 
client's logo at Golucites 

our creative art team can 
come up with amazon 
ideas in crystal, resin, 

wood and all designs can 
be classy or customized.
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Energy and Resources themed deal toys 
mostly done for the investment banking 

Our artist love designing a few options 
related to Utilities and Energy services 

industry either in acrylic, resin, or 
crystal.
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awards related to the pharmaceutical 
industry. We have done creative 

design ideas incorporating pharma 
services themes like beakers, test 

tubes, mRNA and many more options.
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The oil and gas sector is one of the most reques-
ted deal toys categories and this is why our 
creative team needs to design a couple of 

options related to the industry.

We can incorporate oil and gas themes like 
pipeline, oil drop embedment, oil drop 3D 

platform and many more.

Oil and Gas
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Oil and Gas
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Transportation

Financial transportation 
tombstones include custom 

designs themes related to 
airlines, trucking, railroads, 

shipping and logistic deal toy 
projects. For this particular 

industry, every lucite project 

of materials.
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Transportation
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Latin America

for Bulge Bracket Banks and 
investment boutiques in 

Latin America.
Lucite awards that comme -

morate a unique transaction 
for any type of industry.
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Latin America
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Latin America
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Financial Tombstones

related or based on the project 
name the deal was named.

Within the investment 

basic crystal shapes are in the 
top orders.

Most of our financial tombstones  
inquiries are logo themed 
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Financial Tombstones
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Entertainment and Sports

Custom sports deal toys 
celebrating a business 

transaction can be a very fun 
project for our creative art 

department.
We always look for the best 

deal toys ideas in every 
industry and for sports we 

soccer shoe, football themed 
deal toy, baseball themed 

award and even a sword lucite.
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Entertainment and Sports
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Food and Beverage

award, Golucites can design creative glass deal 
toys.

If you have a design idea but don’t know how to 
incorporate it into a lucite project we can create 

one of a kind food and beverage deal toy to 
commemorate your event.
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Food and Beverage
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Food and Beverage



Real Estate
Housing deal toys. We can do a lucite building 

replica in pewter, acrylic or crystal.

project our Account Managers can assist you to 
create a unique Real Estate award in the most 
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Real Estate
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A thank you crystal award is a nice 
trophy that most companies order 

to celebrate an achievement or 
goal obtained by a group of 

employees. Employee recognition 
awards can be customized by 

adding the years of business an 
employee has been part of a 

company.

Employee Recognition
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Telecommunication

We have done multi-billion dollar
M&a deal toys related to 

Telecommunication 
Services. Telecom 
Towers deal toys, 

satellite deal toys and 
mobile themed deal 

toys.
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Telecommunication
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Cloud Storage and Data

Data Storage and Security Deal Toys. We have 
done creative design ideas incorporating data 

storage themes like a security lock crystal award, 

many others. 
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Education
Our creative art team has 

designed school bus themed 
deal toys, graduation cap 

awards and last but not least, 
open book crystal awards. 

These are the prefered options 
for the investment banking 

industry when it comes to 
education deal toy ideas.
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E-Commerce

e-commerce tombstones 
designs we have done 

over the past are a cash 
register deal toy, a 
shopping cart and 

creative design based on 
the client’s logo.
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Healthcare

categories like clinical services, 
drug manufacturer, medical 

insurance and medical equipment 
deal toys are the most prefered 

options.
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Construction and Industrial

pewter, resin or acrylic material commemorating a 

Our creative artist love to work with the design 
ideas your team may have in order to create a 

unique custom award.
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